
FINAL DUE 4/29 Monday 
I AM HERE. WHERE ARE YOU? Video Essay on Place 
How do you describe a place? A tight space? A wide space? Is it different from one person’s 
perspective to the next? This project is a thesis about physical place. It can be documentary, 
short narrative, non-linear tonal essay. This work should be edited cleanly as if you were 
submitting it to a film festival/show/residency/job application...It can be edited for screen viewing 
or edited for projection viewing. Invest time like it is a thesis. I expect a thesis. Don’t just point 
your camera, know what you are trying to say. MAKE A WORK YOU ARE PROUD OF!!! 
 
Your Thesis Statement: Due Wednesday 4/17  
To help you, we are going to watch Hale County This Morning This Evening in class. You will 
watch your choice of films outside of class. Choose 3. They are each available on different 
streaming services. Watch the ones you have access to. Use the library if you have to. Many of 
these are considered classics and on free streaming services if you look them up.  
  
Video Essays Shot by the director: 
Citizen Four (American, British, German) 
Daughters of the Dust (American) 
Shame (British American) 
Tangerine (American, shot on an iphone 5 with external shotgunmic).  
The Band’s Visit (Egyptian, Israeli)  
 
Video Essay Created with the Archive: 
I Am Not Your Negro (American) 
LA 92 (American) 
 
Non-Linear/Collage Narrative: 
Mulholland Drive (American) 
City of God (Brazilian)  
Rashomon (Japanese) 
Thin Red Line (American) 
 
Video/Film w/o dialogue: 
Koyaanisqatsi (American) 
Baraka (American) 
SweetGrass (American. same ppl who made Leviathan) 
 
PARAMETERS!!!!! 
-MUST BE 3 MINUTES. NO MORE. NO LESS. THIS IS AN APPLICATION STANDARD FOR 
MANY JOBS AND FESTIVALS.  
-Must be color corrected (we will go over color/contrast in great detail as well as review white 
balance settings on cameras) 



-Must have at least 20 shots (if you are doing animation TALK TO ME. Also! If you think you 
should only do one shot...it should look like the intro to BOOGIE NIGHTS. NO JOKE.) 
-Must have TITLE AT THE END WITH YOUR NAME 
-If you shoot it yourself, you must use some natural light 
-Do not shoot at the Art and Design Building 
-SOUND MUST BE RECORDED WITH A GOOD EXTERNAL OR ATTACHED MIC (mounted 
shotgun mic, mounted wireless lav mic, zoom recorder, external all directional mic, external 
shotgun with blimp). 
-Prepare this like is being sent off to a film competition or job application (we will go over good 
vimeo practice).  
 
 


